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Abstract
Deploying an end-to-end automatic speech recognition (ASR)
model on mobile/embedded devices is a challenging task, since
the device computational power and energy consumption re-
quirements are dynamically changed in practice. To overcome
the issue, we present a training and pruning method for ASR
based on the connectionist temporal classification (CTC) which
allows reduction of model depth at run-time without any ex-
tra fine-tuning. To achieve the goal, we adopt two regulariza-
tion methods, intermediate CTC and stochastic depth, to train
a model whose performance does not degrade much after prun-
ing. We present an in-depth analysis of layer behaviors using
singular vector canonical correlation analysis (SVCCA), and
efficient strategies for finding layers which are safe to prune.
Using the proposed method, we show that a Transformer-CTC
model can be pruned in various depth on demand, improving
real-time factor from 0.005 to 0.002 on GPU, while each pruned
sub-model maintains the accuracy of individually trained model
of the same depth.
Index Terms: end-to-end automatic speech recognition, con-
nectionist temporal classification, pruning, non-autoregressive

1. Introduction
End-to-end automatic speech recognition (ASR) has recently
become a popular approach. It gives strong performance and
simple model design compared to traditional systems like hid-
den Markov model. Also, with the advances of hardware [1]
and software [2], it became possible to deploy the end-to-end
ASR system on the mobile devices like smartphones and em-
bedded devices. However, developing and deploying an end-
to-end ASR model on such devices is still challenging, because
of the varying computational power of the devices [1]. Recent
high-end devices have very fast CPU and large memory and
some of them also have dedicated hardware like neural proces-
sor unit (NPU). On the other hand, low-end and old-generation
devices with limited computational power are also widely used.
This gives a critical problem for on-device ASR design. A large
model gives high recognition accuracy but requires significant
computational cost. Without the dedicated processor, the device
consumes significant energy and time, affecting battery life [1],
thus small and fast models should be needed for such devices.
This requires designing several models with different size, com-
plicating the development and deployment of on-device ASR.

Recently, the idea of on-demand pruning has been popu-
larized [3, 4, 5, 6]. Conventional pruning methods require three
steps: 1) training large model, 2) pruning the model, and 3) fine-
tuning the resulting small model. On the other hand, pruning on
demand requires no fine-tuning after pruning. This property is
especially helpful for on-device ASR design. Only one model
is required for development and deployment, and each device
may adjust the level of computation given its own limit. In this

end, we consider the problem of on-demand pruning for ASR
modeling.

Connectionist temporal classification (CTC) [7] has been a
widely used method for end-to-end ASR modeling [8, 9, 10, 11,
12], and it is especially an attractive method for the on-device
ASR. For low-end devices, CTC is suitable for lightweight
modeling. Compared to attentional encoder-decoder architec-
tures [13, 14, 15, 16] or RNN-Transducer [17], CTC-based
models do not require separate decoder networks, thus they re-
quire less computational cost (time and memory) both for train-
ing and inference. Also, for high-end devices equipped with
dedicated processors, CTC with modern architectures (e.g.,
Transformer [18, 19] and Conformer [20, 21]) allows fast par-
allel inference, coming from the non-autoregressive property
of CTC. Also, while CTC has been regarded weaker than
encoder-decoder, various ways to improve CTC, including pre-
training [12] and regularization [22, 23], have been developed.
Also, there are active researches on CTC variants [12] and on
non-autoregressive modeling based on CTC [24, 25, 26], sug-
gesting that effective pruning for CTC can also be applied to
other variants or non-autoregressive models.

In this work, we consider the on-demand layer pruning
problem: training a deep neural network and removing some
of the layers, thus reducing the depth of the network, without
any fine-tuning. To achieve this, we employ two methods, in-
termediate CTC [22] and stochastic depth [27, 28, 5]. Although
they are originally introduced as regularizers during training,
we show they can be applied to layer pruning method as well.
Note that we also explore in-place distillation [4], an applica-
tion of knowledge distillation [29, 30, 31, 32, 33] to on-demand
pruning, but find degraded result in our ablation study.

Our main contributions are:

• We employ singular vector canonical correlation analy-
sis (SVCCA) to analyze intermediate CTC and stochas-
tic depth in context of layer pruning.

• We show that intermediate CTC, along with stochastic
depth, not only improves training of CTC models, but
also provide a natural way to prune layers.

• We develop an iterative search method augmented with
intermediate CTC for pruning layers.

• We present experimental results that the proposed model
and its induced sub-models match the accuracy of in-
dividually trained models with same depth, without
any fine-tuning, thus proving the effectiveness of our
method.

2. Architecture
2.1. Connectionist Temporal Classification

Connectionist temporal classification (CTC) solves the se-
quence prediction problem by introducing a monotonic align-
ment. For the encoder output x ∈ RT×D of length T and fea-
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ture dimension D, the CTC layer computes the likelihood of
target sequence y:

P (y|x) :=
∑

a∈β−1(y)

P (a|x), (1)

where β−1(y) is the set of possible alignments that are com-
patible to y and are of length T , and a is an alignment in the
set. The probability of an alignment is modeled as a factorized
distribution:

P (a|x) :=
∏
t

P (a[t]|x[t]) (2)

P (a[t]|x[t]) := Softmax(Linear(x[t]))a[t] (3)

where a[t] and x[t] mean the t-th value of a and x respectively.
During inference, the most probable alignment is found by

greedy decoding, allowing fast and non-autoregressive infer-
ence.

2.2. Transformer encoder

Transformer [18] is a multi-layer architecture with self-attention
and residual connection [34]. Transformer layer uses self-
attention to learn global information and residual connection to
help training of a deep neural network.

We use the encoder part of the Transformer architecture.
Let L be the number of layers in the encoder. The l-th layer
computes the representation xl for given input xl−1 by:

xMHA
l = SelfAttention(xl−1) + xl−1 (4)

xl = FeedForward(xMHA
l ) + xMHA

l , (5)

where x0 indicates the input of the Transformer encoder.
The final representation xL is then fed to CTC layer to min-

imize the following loss:

LCTC := − logPCTC(y|xL). (6)

2.3. Stochastic depth and LayerDrop

Stochastic depth [27, 28] is a regularization method designed
for deep residual networks [34]. During training, each layer is
randomly skipped or not with a given probability p. For each
iteration, u is sampled from a Bernoulli distribution so that the
probability of u = 1 is p and the probability of u = 0 is 1− p.
The output is computed by modifying Eqs. (4) and (5) as:

xMHA
l =

u

p
· SelfAttention(xl−1) + xl−1 (7)

xl =
u

p
· FeedForward(xMHA

l ) + xMHA
l . (8)

If u = 0, the residual parts are skipped (i.e., xl = xl−1).
LayerDrop [5] is an application of stochastic depth to layer

pruning. After training the model with stochastic depth, remov-
ing some layers from the model gives new smaller sub-model
which also has reasonable performance without any fine-tuning.

2.4. Intermediate CTC

Intermediate CTC [22] is an auxiliary loss designed for CTC
modeling. It regularizes the model using an additional CTC
loss attached at the intermediate layer of the encoder.

Let l1, . . . , lK be the K positions (K < L) of the interme-
diate layers. The intermediate loss is defined as:

LInterCTC :=
1

K

∑
k

− logPCTC(y|xlk ). (9)

Then, the training objective is defined by combining Eqs. (6)
and (9):

L := (1− w)LCTC + wLInterCTC (10)

with a hyper-parameter w.
Intermediate CTC has very small overhead during train-

ing, because the intermediate representation xlk is naturally ob-
tained when the final output xL is computed. The only addi-
tional cost is to compute CTC loss for the given representation,
which is much smaller than the cost of the encoder. [22] ex-
plores various choices for the intermediate layer positions, and
concludes that it is sufficient to use one layer (K = 1) in the
middle (l1 = bL/2c) for the regularization purpose. We revisit
the effect of variants at Section 3.

Note that CTC and intermediate CTC share the same lin-
ear projection layer of Eq. (3), as intermediate CTC is treated
as a regular CTC loss except that all of the encoder layers af-
ter the intermediate layer are skipped. This property is used at
Section 4.1.

3. Layer similarity analysis
Intuitively, if a layer of the model can be pruned without much
degradation of accuracy, it would mean the next layer behaves
similarly regardless that the layer is removed or not. Therefore,
measuring “similarity” of layer behavior would give a good in-
tuition for layer pruning. We measure the layer similarity using
singular vector canonical correlation analysis (SVCCA) [35].

SVCCA accepts two matrices and finds two linear projec-
tions which maximize correlation between the projected matri-
ces. Then it averages the correlation coefficients into a scalar
value. The result, mean SVCCA similarity, indicates the simi-
larity of two matrices up to linear transformation. The similarity
of two layers can be measured by computing the mean SVCCA
similarity of the layer outputs.

We first collect outputs of all layers from each input of the
validation set. For each layer, the outputs are concatenated into
a single matrix. Then, for each pair of layers, we compute the
mean SVCCA similarity of the corresponding matrices. We also
collect the inputs of the first layer and compute the similarity
between it and the other layers as well. The input is denoted as
“0th layer” in the following figures.

3.1. Effect of intermediate CTC and stochastic depth

We first investigate how the two regularization techniques,
stochastic depth and intermediate CTC, affect layer similar-
ity. We train a 24-layer Transformer CTC model with four dif-
ferent configurations: (a) baseline, (b) with intermediate CTC
(w = 0.3, at 12th layer), (c) with stochastic depth, and (d) with
both. Figure 1 shows the similarity matrices of the four models.

From Figures 1 (a) and (b), we observe that intermediate
CTC increases similarity of layers between the intermediate one
(12th) and the final one (24th), at the cost of decreasing similar-
ity of the first layers a bit. Especially, the intermediate layer is
significantly similar to last layer and its nearby layers.

On the other hand, Figure 1 (c) shows that stochastic depth
evenly increases the similarity of the last half of layers. Espe-
cially we see the neighboring layers have very high similarities.
This can be explained by that the layer should behave similarly
regardless of whether its previous layer has been skipped or not.

Finally, Figure 1 (d) shows the combination of two regular-
izations greatly increases similarity among all layers between
the intermediate layer and the last layer. This gives us an insight
that the both regularizations would help pruning the layers.
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Figure 1: SVCCA similarity matrices for various regulariza-
tions. See Section 3.1 for details.
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Figure 2: SVCCA similarity matrices for intermediate CTC
variants. See Section 3.2 for details.

3.2. Effect of intermediate CTC variants

The position variant of intermediate CTC is first explored
by [22], concluding that its impact to the accuracy is minimal.
However, we find the variant gives big difference on layer sim-
ilarity and layer pruning.

First, we put an additional intermediate layer at the 6th
layer, in addition to the 12th one. As shown at Figure 2 (a),
it increases the similarity of layers below the 12th layer, com-
pared to Figure 1 (d). This suggests that multiple branch variant
affects the performance of pruning.

We then investigate the effect of the weight for the interme-
diate loss. [22] used w = 0.3 as it is sufficient to enhance the
model performance, but it may not be an optimal value for prun-
ing, especially if there are multiple intermediate layers. Thus,
we give equal weight to the two intermediate layers and the fi-
nal layer, i.e., w = 0.66 ≈ 2/3. Figure 2 (b) shows that the
increase of intermediate weight helps overall similarity.

From the observations, we use the newly found hyper-
parameters for the main experiments at Section 5.

4. Layer pruning on demand

Based on the layer similarity analysis of Section 3, we pro-
pose two strategies to remove the encoder layers without much
degradation of the overall accuracy. First, we show that in-
termediate CTC, originally proposed for regularization, can be
used for layer pruning as well. Second, we present a more fine-
grained pruning strategies which combines iterative search and
intermediate CTC. We emphasize that the strategies are for on-
demand pruning, and there is no fine-tuning step after pruning.

4.1. Intermediate CTC as layer pruning

The intermediate CTC loss is originally proposed for regular-
ization, and it is not used during inference. However, in the
context of layer pruning, the intermediate layer suggests a nat-
ural strategy to induce a smaller sub-model from the original
model: remove all of the layers after the intermediate layer.

Moreover, we note that the method can be even extended
to any depth, even if the corresponding layer is not explicitly
trained with the intermediate CTC loss. It is because the linear
projection layer of Eq. (3) is independent of specific layer and
is shared by the intermediate and last layers, enabling that it can
be used by other layers. Also, with the improved regularization
presented at Section 3.2, we expect layers between the interme-
diate layer and the last layer give reasonable performance.

For the layers used as intermediate branches during train-
ing, we find the performance of their sub-models is as same as
the one of the individually trained models of same depth. For
the other layers, the performance is only slightly worse than
one of individual models. We show the experimental result at
Section 5.

4.2. Iterative layer pruning

LayerDrop [5] presents pruning strategies for stochastic depth
regularization. The authors tried two strategies, removing ev-
ery other layer and exhaustive search, and concluded the two
strategies do not give significant difference. They also found
removing consecutive layers causes significant degradation.

However, we find removing the last half gives nearly op-
timal performance, due to intermediate CTC. Especially, the
intermediate sub-model is significantly better than removing ev-
ery other layer. This suggests careful pruning strategy would be
beneficial.

In this end, we suggest an iterative search augmented with
the intermediate model. We start with the original model, and
iteratively decrease model depth by one.

For brevity, we denote sub-models as the set of number in-
dicating the layer of the original model. For example, if the
2-layer sub-model uses the 2nd and 4th layers of the original
model, we denote the model as {2, 4}.

For a given sub-model of depth k, we find a new sub-model
of depth k − 1 by the following steps:

1. For each layer of the current model, we induce a new
sub-model by removing the layer from the model. For
example, from a given model {2, 3, 4}, we induce three
sub-models: {2, 3}, {2, 4}, {3, 4}.

2. We also induce an intermediate sub-model {1, . . . , k −
1} from the original model. In the current example, the
intermediate sub-model is {1, 2}.

3. Evaluate the induced sub-models using the validation set
and choose the sub-model with the best accuracy.

Step 2 ensures that intermediate sub-models are always in-
cluded in search space. Without Step 2, we found the iterative
search may not discover them and sometimes perform worse.

Note that when a model is evaluated, its intermediate sub-
models can be evaluated as well with very small additional cost.
For example, evaluation of {2, 3, 4} can be done along with
evaluations of {2, 3} and {2}. This reduces computational cost
for the search.
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Figure 3: Word error rates (WERs) for WSJ and TED-LIUM2
and character error rates (CERs) for AISHELL-1. +: baseline
A,×: baseline B, dashed: intermediate sub-models, solid: sub-
models found by iterative search. Note that all sub-model is
induced from the one model without fine-tuning. See Section 5.1
for details.

5. Experiments
We use three ASR corpora for the experiments: Wall Street
Journal (WSJ) [36] (English; 81 hours), AISHELL-1 [37] (Chi-
nese; 170 hours), and TED-LIUM2 [38] (English; 207 hours).

We use ESPnet [39] for the experiments. For the input, we
use 80-dimensional log-mel features with 3-dimensional pitch
features and apply SpecAugment [40] during training. We put
two convolution layers of stride 2 before Transformer layers.
For the output, we use character-based tokenization for WSJ
and AISHELL-1 and 2000 subwords using SentencePiece [41]
for TED-LIUM2.

5.1. Main results

For layer pruning, we train a 24-layer Transformer model with
intermediate CTC and stochastic depth. Following the findings
of Section 3, we put intermediate branches at the 6th and 12th
layers, and set weight w = 0.66 ≈ 2/3. The model is called as
the pruning-aware model. After the training, we induce smaller
sub-models from the pruning-aware model by removing the lay-
ers up to the half, either using an intermediate strategy or itera-
tive strategy in Section 4. We do not fine-tune any sub-models
after pruning.

To measure the performance of sub-models, we train indi-
vidual baseline models with the same depth from scratch. For
each baseline, we prepare two configurations: (A) not using
intermediate CTC or stochastic depth, and (B) using both of in-
termediate CTC and stochastic depth following [22]. The base-
line B is more challenging for sub-models to reach, as the regu-
larizations are not only useful for pruning but also for improving
individual models [22, 27, 28, 5].

All models are trained for 100 epochs for WSJ, and for 50
epochs for AISHELL-1 and TED-LIUM2. We emphasize that
the pruning-aware model uses exactly same number of epochs
as the individual baseline models do. Thus, it only requires
computational cost for training that the 24-layer baseline model
does. During testing, we use greedy decoding and do not use
any external language models (LMs), enabling fast, parallel and
non-autoregressive generation.

Figure 3 shows the word error rates (WERs) for WSJ and
TED-LIUM2 and character error rates (CERs) for AISHELL-1.
The baselines are displayed as individual marks and pruned sub-
models are displayed as lines. We first see the pruning-aware
model and 24-layer baseline B have nearly same error rates.
This indicates that the proposed pruning method does not harm
the full model performance. Also, the half-sized sub-model and
12-layer baseline B also have nearly same error rates. Iterative
pruning reaches the individual baseline B models for most of
cases. This shows the effectiveness of the suggested method.
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Figure 4: Real-time factor (RTF) of the proposed model for
varying depth. See Section 5.1 for details.
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Figure 5: Word error rates (WERs) for WSJ for sub-models in-
duced from 24-layer model. Solid: proposed model, dashed:
baseline A, dotted: baseline B. dashdot: baseline B with in-
place distillation. See Section 5.2 for details.

We measure the real-time factor (RTF) of the pruning-aware
model for each number of layers. We use 1 Xeon CPU of
2.2GHz and 1 P40 GPU respectively. Figure 4 shows that the
proposed model is very fast (RTF 0.05 on CPU and 0.005 on
GPU), due to lightweight and non-autoregressive properties of
CTC, and it can further improve RTF (2.5x on GPU) at the cost
of small degradation on WER (18%).

5.2. Ablation study

In this section, we show how the change of intermediate CTC
proposed at Section 3.2 improves sub-models. We prune 24-
layer baseline models of Section 5.1 and compare their perfor-
mance to the proposed pruning-aware model. Figure 5 shows
the WER of sub-models induced by each model, either by inter-
mediate strategy (left) or iterative pruning (right).

We see that baseline A (dashed), without any regularization,
does not work well with pruning. It is much improved by base-
line B (dotted), but it is still not close to individual baselines.
We also see that, for layers between the intermediate and final
one, the intermediate sub-model performs poorly.

Finally, the proposed model (solid) gives huge improve-
ment over baseline B, implying that the adjustment of interme-
diate CTC is very important for pruning, although it does not
affect the performance of the full model.

As a preliminary experiment, we also apply in-place dis-
tillation [4] to the baseline B. The result (dashdot) shows that,
while it improves intermediate sub-models, it does not improve
the iteratively pruned sub-models and degrades the full model.

6. Conclusion
We present a training method for CTC-based ASR models,
which allows reducing model depth after training, without any
fine-tuning. The method is based on intermediate CTC and
stochastic depth, previously used as regularization during train-
ing. We investigate the behavior of the regularization methods
using SVCCA and improve intermediate CTC for layer pruning
while retaining the regularization power. We empirically show
the 24-layer Transformer CTC model can be pruned to 12-layer
which reaches the performance of models trained from scratch.
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